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→     From  the  desk  of  MR. KUNSCHAFT   

 

Hello DFS Families, 
 

We are very thankful for our incredibly supportive parent community and all you do to make DFS an extraordinary place to 

attend school each day!  Participation during open house days and parent-teacher conferences has been high, a clear sign 

that our two-way communication opportunities are being put to good use. Attendance has also been robust at our PTA 

meetings and Coffees with the Principal. Our first Play-Day of the year and our inaugural Dot Day went very well, in large 

part to a strong home-school support system. Students brought in lots of interesting “old school” games to share with their 

friends, and parents worked closely with Mrs. Shiller and Mrs. Ferraro to creatively display each student’s unique dot.  

Charitable collections of diapers and teddy bears filled many boxes to their brims, providing help for those in need.  

Children’s adult habits are created by what they observe daily in their formative years, and everyone in the DFS community 

is providing our students with an excellent example of how to live a rich and meaningful life. 
 

When we review our ever expanding school roster, currently at 515 students, we are thankful for the diversity it contains.  

In this month’s Association of Supervision and Curriculum article, “The Hidden Power in Your Class Roster”, author Huda 

Essa points out the rich learning opportunities inherent in each student’s name.  Family histories, languages, social identities, 

and cultural norms become naturally rich discussion points when we take the time to get to know our students. This is a 

yearly point of emphasis for all DFS teachers and one of the main reasons students feel part of a larger family when they 

arrive each day.  We value what every individual brings to our school and understand we grow stronger through our diversity. 
 

Enjoy the approaching holiday break and be thankful for the opportunity to be a part of the dynamic, ever-improving 

learning environment that is Daniels Farm School! 

 

Thank you for your support.  Together we make a difference! 

 

→        KINDERGARTEN   

Writing:   Students are fully engaged in Writing Workshop and have learned many strategies that authors use such as: 

adding pages to tell more about what you know, using pictures and words to tell the story, and making sure that all of the 

pages fit/make sense to the story.  They continue to work with a writing partner to share their ideas and ask clarifying 

questions, which prompts the writer to add more details to their piece.  

Reading:  In Fundations, we have introduced the letters/sounds: a,b,c,d,e,f,g, i, j, m, n, o, p, s, t, and u.  Ask your child to 

tell you the “story” about each letter.  For sight words, we have introduced the words: I, can, see, the, a, to, went, am, and, 

look, play.  Continue to highlight and practice the words on the word ring at home. If your child can identify these words, 

have them use them in a sentence or have your child be a “detective” and find the words he/she has learned in picture 

books! In Reading Workshop, students have continuing to build their tool boxes with strategies to read “old favorite” 

storybooks. Remember, any book with rich language and strong character traits can become an “old favorite.” Keep reading 

them at home!  

Math:  We have been working on different ways to compare objects, numbers, and words. We have talked about proper 

ways to measure and record your observations.  The math terms introduced during this unit are: compare, longer/shorter, 

same, baseline, and bigger/smaller.  
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Science:  The 5 senses unit allowed us to spend some time outdoors exploring DFS using 4 of our 5 senses. We discussed 

but didn’t experiment with the sense of taste.  We used feeling bags, as well as smell bags to guess various objects hidden 

inside.  This helped the students understand how important each of our senses are. We also discussed how, when exploring 

the world around us, you often use more than one sense at a time. 

On a different note:  Although most children grumble about doing chores, jobs at home can be a powerful way to develop 

“task initiation and task completion.” Chores also help children feel “worthy” and a valuable part of the family unit. We 

often “assume” that children know how to do a task and then we get frustrated when they don’t do it correctly. That’s why 

it’s important to model expectations and demonstrate. Once they have seen how to do something, independence quickly 

follows. This is the model we use at school when teaching students to be independent in their work. 
 

→         GRADE ONE 

Fundations:  In Fundations, we are reviewing all of the digraphs.  The students have learned that a digraph is two letters 

that stick together to make one sound.  The digraphs are –ch, -sh, -ck-, th and wh. The students will also be introduced to 

bonus letters. A bonus letter is when you add an extra –f, -l, -s and sometimes –z to the end of a word. At the end of 

November, we will learn about glued sounds. We will learn the sounds /am/, /all/, and /an/. The students practice daily 

tapping out each sound of a word to spell it correctly.  Remember, one tap per sound. We ask that you practice reading and 

spelling your child’s trick words each night. There will be a quiz each Friday. 

Writing:  In Writing, we will begin studying poetry in the unit Music in Our Hearts: Writing songs and Poetry. Throughout 

this unit, students will write poems and songs with a focus on structure, experiment with powerful language, practice with 

language and word choice to capture feelings, as well as continue to revise and edit their work. The teachers continue to 

remind students to start sentences with capital letters and end sentences with the correct punctuation. 

Reading:  In Reading, we will begin a new unit called Word Detectives. Through playing a role of a detective, the children 

will learn to be alert for problems when reading unfamiliar words and to do something about it. They will also learn how to 

use high-frequency words to help solve unknown words. Finally, they will learn to apply their phonics knowledge to solve 

words in continuous text. They will have to pay attention to blends and digraphs, common inflectional endings, syllable 

breaks, vowel combinations, common spelling patterns, contractions, and compound words. 

Math:  This month, students will continue making sense of and developing addition and subtraction strategies with a focus 

on word problems. Students will continue to build fluency with addition facts up to 20. Midway through November, we will 

switch our focus to geometry in which students will describe, identify and compare 2-D shapes as well as compose and 

decompose 2-D shapes.  

Science:  In Science, we are finishing our unit called Earth’s Place in the Universe. This unit will take through the first 

trimester of first grader. We are learning about the patterns of the motion of the sun, moon, and stars in the sky. We are 

using observation skills to predict patterns caused by the Earth’s movement in the solar system. The students are learning 

the difference in the sky during the day and night. They are also be making comparisons between the amount of daylight 

in the winter and the amount of daylight in the spring and the fall. The students are enjoying this unit. 

Homework: Remember to take time each night to practice spelling your trick words.  There will be a test each Friday of 

first grade.   

Tips:  Please teach your child to tie their shoes.  This will help your first grade teacher and save a lot of precious teaching 

time throughout the day. 
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→         GRADE TWO 

Fundations: In Fundations, we are working on Units 5 and 6. We will practice reading and spelling multisyllabic words and 

begin learning rules for syllable division.  We will introduce four new consonant suffixes (-ness, -less, -ment, -ful) and three 

new vowel suffixes (-able, -ish, -en) and also work with compound words.  We will practice spelling multisyllabic words (such 

as mimic and fantastic) that end with the /ik/ sound spelled with “ic”, not “ick”.  We will spell long-vowel words containing 

the vowel-consonant-e syllable and combine that syllable with closed syllables to make longer words. The vowel-consonant-

e exception (ive) will also be presented. The vowel “i” makes a short-vowel sound in words and suffixes containing this 

exception (such as give, adjective, and active).  Remember to practice the trick words for our weekly assessments. 

Writing:  In writing, we are beginning our opinion unit. We are starting with a quick introduction to letter writing, which 

will then lead us to the opinion unit in Writing Workshop.  We will be writing about books we like. The students will develop 

opinions about their reading and use evidence to support their opinions. They will state their opinions clearly and retell 

stories so their opinions make sense to readers. The students will persuade others about their favorite books.  We will be 

asking the children to bring in 2 favorite books from home. Keep your eyes open for a letter requesting this. 

Reading: To grow as readers, second graders need to construct meaning and understand how longer, more complicated 

stories are held together. In Reading Workshop, the children are doing some serious thinking about books and learning to 

take charge of their reading growth. The workshop focuses on setting goals, building stamina, and improving fluency, 

comprehension, and word solving. The children are learning to read like writers and to make reading-writing connections.  

They are learning how to preview fiction books and to predict what the characters might want, what might get in the way, 

and how the story moves from the problem to the solution.  This work with previewing supports the children’s work in 

reviewing and retelling.  Remember to work on the reading logs at home.  It is very important for all second graders to read 

every night, including weekends. 

Math:  In math, we are continuing to work on Unit 3. The students are investigating even and odd numbers, using the 

context of partners and teams, as they think about which numbers make groups of two and which numbers make two equal 

groups.  This work extends into counting by equal groups (2s, 5s, and 10s). The children will be introduced to place value as 

they investigate numbers grouped into tens and ones. They will use base-ten blocks and learn how to write numbers in 

expanded form. The students will continue working on telling time to the hour and half hour.  Please continue to practice 

addition and subtraction facts at home (especially the “doubles” and “near doubles” facts). 

Science:  In science, we continue learning about the states of matter. The students investigated different liquids and 

learned the vocabulary associated with liquid properties. They observed liquids in different containers and explored the 

concept that liquids have level surfaces. They explored how some objects sink while other objects float. They worked in 

groups to design and build boats and then tested their boats in tubs of water. The children will learn how temperature 

affects the states of matter. They will conduct an experiment over three days in which they will observe how water changes 

to a solid when placed in a freezer, then back to a liquid at room temperature, and then to a gas when it evaporates. We 

will conclude our study of matter by making bouncy balls. The children will learn how the materials used to make bouncy 

balls change after they are mixed together. They will investigate how the bouncy balls bounce at room temperature and 

after being frozen. 

Social Studies: Holidays:  Election Day, Veterans Day, and Thanksgiving 

*Early dismissal days – Nov. 7th and Nov. 14th for parent-teacher conferences and Nov. 27th for Thanksgiving recess.  

Breakfast and lunch will not be served on those days.  Please send in two snacks (or a snack and a sandwich) that your child 

can eat in the classroom during our snack times.  Remember that items containing nut butter, peanuts, or tree nuts are not 

allowed in classrooms. 
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*Reminder – No school for students on Tuesday, November 5th (Election Day) and Thursday/ Friday, November 28th and 

29th (Thanksgiving). 

                                                                                  HAPPY THANKSGIVING! 

 

→      GRADE THREE 

Writing: In Writing, we will be finishing up our personal narrative writing unit. Students are becoming their own “Job 

Captains” and working on creating engaging leads, elaboration, transitional words/phrases, as well as other skills. Students 

will have a published piece as well as an on-demand piece. 

Reading: In Reading, we will be reading from our Mystery genre. Students will try to piece clues together to solve each 

mystery. This involves searching for facts and details (clues) within a text. 

We will also work on a variety of comprehension skills with a focus on analyzing character, plot, & setting and recognizing 

cause & effect. We will also continue discussing summarizing and character traits.  Students can do this in their own reading 

at home.  Remember, third grade students should be reading a minimum of 20 minutes each day/night at home.  Encourage 

your child to read a variety of genres.   

Math: In Math, we will continue working in our multiplication and division unit before beginning our unit on graphs 

(pictographs and bar graphs). Students were introduced to graphs last year so this will build upon that skill. 

Please make sure your child is doing Xtra Math a minimum of 4 times each week.    

Science:  In Science, we are continuing our unit on air and weather. This month our focus will be on wind. We will learn 

about wind vanes and anemometers.  

Social Studies: Because the third grade shares books on our social studies topics, we all cover the same information – just 

at different times. Topics include forests, deserts, mountains, prairies, and oceans. 

Extra: We will go on a field trip November 4th to the Eli Whitney Museum to build bird feeders as part of our STEM 

project. Students will learn that it is important to learn about the birds they are trying to attract, things like the correct 

size hole, perch, and food they will need. 

 

→      GRADE FOUR 

Writing:  Students are completing their first narrative unit in our Units of Study Writing Program. They will celebrate 

their narrative pieces with a publishing party. Our next unit focuses on Personal/Persuasive expository thesis driven essays. 

Students will learn to support their opinions with facts and details. Students continue to work to build writing stamina, use 

proper language conventions, and learn the structure of an expository essay.   

Reading: Fourth grade students are about to complete the fiction unit called Interpreting Characters and will now begin a 

non-fiction unit titled Purposeful Reading of Non-fiction. Students focus on reading to learn and become more alert to non-

fiction text structures by reading high interest non-fiction books and articles. They will learn to read in such a way that 

they can summarize a text and use text structures (compare/contrast, cause and effect, main idea/detail…) to help identify 

the importance of the text. 

Math:  Students will move from Unit 1 to Unit 3: Multiple Towers and Division Stories. They are continuing their study on 

the operations of multiplication and division.  This unit focuses on computational fluency and solving multiplication problems 

with 2 and 3 digit numbers. Students are also introduced to division with larger numbers and the meaning of remainders. 

This unit helps students understand the relationship between multiplication and division by reviewing the “fact families” 
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and seeing the relationship between multiplication and division story problems. Students will be introduced to two 

strategies for multiplication – the “box” method and the algorithm. Students also continue their work in problem solving 

and learning how to solve higher level and logic problems. 

Science:  During the month of November, the 4th graders will continue their study of Our Changing Earth. The students 

will use different maps to draw conclusions about the impact of water erosion on landforms, determine the importance of 

maps in exploring the history of Earth, and develop maps of river systems to identify patterns of movement. In addition, 

they will model deposition using a stream table to explain how sedimentary rock forms, simulate fossil formation by creating 

layers of sediment in the stream table, and finally estimate the relative ages of rock layers based on the fossils found 

within them. To support and enrich this unit, we will have an in-house field trip presented by Eli Whitney Museum on 

November 20 and 21 (2 classes per day) called Rocks of Connecticut.  The 4th graders will build a display box to test and 

sort 7 rocks and minerals. 

Social studies: The students are using our supplemental social studies book CT Adventures to study the First People, 

Native Americans of Connecticut. They are learning about the lifestyle of the first people to live in Connecticut. They will 

become familiar with some of the Algonquin tribes and compare their lifestyle to ours today. They will also learn about 

their shelter including the steps for constructing a wigwam.  In addition, they will learn how the first people used the 

natural environment to meet their basic needs. 

 

→       GRADE FIVE 

Writing: In writing, students have been developing strategies for generating their own personal narrative stories. Likewise, 

they have selected a seed story to develop their authors craft with techniques designed to bring their writing to life. They 

have enjoyed looking at mentor text to inspire their own voice. 

Reading: In reading, are working on completing Unit 1, where they are raising their level of writing and talking about 

literature. This is accomplished in their Book Clubs, where students work collaboratively with others on a shared novel. To 

culminate, students will compare and contrast themes from differing texts.  

Math: In math, students are focusing on Volume. This investigation includes activities designed to help students understand 

the volume of rectangular prisms, and how altering the dimensions can affect the overall volume. Students will end with an 

Exemplar, which is an in-depth multi-step problem requiring a solution as well as communication of mathematical thinking.  

Science: Students are working in ‘Earth and Space Systems’. They will explore the interaction between Earth’s systems 

and its role as part of larger systems. We are currently investigating Earth’s place in space, stars, and the Sun-Earth-Moon 

system.  

Social Studies: In social studies, we continue to analyze why European exploration was important to the people living in the 

9th-16th century and how it paved the way to discovering North America. This new land was rich with resources and 

opportunity for the large European Monarchs to start settlements in the new world. 

 

 

 →         MATH NEWS          

Math Skill to Try! 

How Decomposing Numbers Helps Students with Common Core Math 

In Common Core math, first grade students need to begin thinking about the properties of numbers more deeply. One 

important property of all numbers is that they can be decomposed. 
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When you decompose a number, it means that you take the number apart. You can do it in many ways; for example, you can 

think of 8 as 4 + 4, or as 3 + 5, or as 9 – 1, and so on. 

Being able to decompose numbers is important for two reasons: 

 People who excel in math and science tend to be able to decompose numbers in many ways. 

 Even if you aren’t going into a math or science career, your ability to do computations in your head (as you 

go about your daily life surrounded by numbers) is greatly enhanced by being able to decompose numbers. 
 

The good news here is that this skill can be taught through practice. If you aren’t good at it now, you can be in a few weeks. 

If your child is struggling with it now, he can improve in short order by practicing a little bit every day. Students who 

quickly recall memorized facts are impressive, but students who can decompose numbers — even if they take longer to 

reconstruct a given number fact — often achieve at higher levels. 
 

Taking numbers apart and putting them back together is directly useful in addition and subtraction of larger numbers later 

on. For example, in second grade, students can think of 97 + 8 as 100 + 5 if they’re used to decomposing 8 (and 100). These 

skills also apply in algebra and later mathematics. 
 

You can practice with your child anytime you have a small number of objects and a few spare moments. Put eight things in 

two piles (maybe you keep three and give him five). Count yours; have your child count his. Then change the number in each 

pile. In a minute or so, the two of you will have practiced all of the ways to decompose 8 (or 9 or 12 or . . .). You can go one 

step further by recording your decompositions as “3 and 5” or “3 + 5” and comparing all the expressions you got for 

decomposing 8 (or 9, or 12, or . . .). 

 

         →   ___   ART  

Kindergarten friends are learning how to mix primary colors to secondary colors by mixing model magic to create 

“colorpillars”. They are also learning about printmaking and shapes by using primary colored paint, dipping found circular 

objects in it, and leaving an impression on their papers.  These projects include the art elements of line, shape, color, and 

form. 

First grade friends are finishing up their Eloise Renoff, fall landscape collages, and beginning a new project. They read the 

book, Mouse Paint, and are learning how to mix primary colored paints together to create secondary colors. They will use 

these paintings to make a color wheel collage. This project focuses on the art elements of line, shape, space, and color. 

Second grade friends are currently working on clay snails. First, they learned how to create a coil from a sphere, and then 

they learned how to shape a coil to create a spiral. Finally, they learned how to slip and score to attach two pieces of clay 

together. Once complete, students will practice brush control, in order to paint their snails, and bring them to life. This 

project focuses on the art elements of form and color. 

Third grade friends are creating clay cupcakes.  First, they learned how to make a pinch pot.  Pinch pots were then pressed 

into silicone baking cups to create texture. Then, students wrapped coil tops to create the frosting.  Some are even adorning 

their cupcakes with a cherry on top.  When completed, students will practice brush control while painting their cupcake 

creations. This lesson focuses on the art elements of color and form. 

Fourth grade friends completed their pastel pumpkins, and are currently creating 3D cake slices. They learned about the 

artist, Wayne Theibaud, and his popular paintings of food.  In honor of Theibaud we will be constructing 3D cake slices 

using poster board and papier mache’. Students will be asked to design a cake slice, and then bring it to life using paint, 

paper, and a variety of other materials, in order to add interest and texture. This project focuses on the art elements of 

line, shape, space, texture, color, and form.   

My fifth grade friends are working hard on a multimedia, animal collage project. They have created painted papers, which 

we have torn, and shared, to create a background collage.  Students have chosen an animal to portray in their collage, and 

have used india ink and oil pastel to create value in order to make its eyes. As the project progresses, students will use 
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value to create noses and beaks for their animals as well. As a last step, they will be assembling the collage and adding 

mouths and muzzles to their animals with tempera paints. This project includes the art elements of line, shape, space, color, 

texture, value, and form.  It also includes the principles of design of pattern and variety. 
 

                                                                We hope you enjoy our creations! 

  →     __   MUSIC 

In the month of November music students make the transition to the next musical unit on Melody. While rhythm and 

beat continue to be reinforced students will now explore the range of pitch and how notes move high and low.  

Kindergarten: Students will be introduced to the Italian music words for loud, (forte) soft (piano). They will sing 

game/songs like Pop Goes the Weasel and the Farmer in the Dell to identify spatial thinking and instrument playing.   

Grade 1: Students will explore musical concepts of “same and different”. They will be able to identify different sections 

of music through movement and instrument playing. They will learn and play to a song called Tambourine Kid. Later in the 

month they will play a dancing game about the Pilgrims.  

Grade 2: Students will play bell “stairs” to accompany an autumn song where the notes move downward. They will be able 

to identify the melodic movement of pitch upwards or downwards. They will create movement to show upward and downward 

tones then demonstrate with bell stairs and streamers. 

Grade 3:  These students will explore particular qualities of musical percussion sounds with a November poem that gives 

students a chance to create sounds of ringing, striking and shaking with classroom instruments. Melodic pitches with 

emphasis on Do, Mi, Sol and La will be introduced using a passing game about an Apple Tree, in addition as the month comes 

to a close we will sing songs of Thankfulness for the many things in our lives. 

Grade 4:  Students will be improvising their own rhythmic and melodic ideas with a song called “Clementine”. They will 

perform in class with a microphone to a Thanksgiving song called “Hey Pilgrims”.   

Grade 5:  Will explore how sound is organized to make music. They will write their own rhythm patterns using quarter, 

eighth, half, and whole notes and rests.  They will find through group and individual lessons how to put music into measures 

that are divided by bar lines to a time signature……kind of like Math in Music class! And the Chorus will continue to prepare 

for the Winter Concert to be held Dec. 5 and 9th.    

 

→        PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Kindergarten & First Grade: During the month of November the Kindergarten and First Grade students will be working 

on volleying, overhand throwing and catching.  

Second & Third Grade: Second and Third Grade during the month of November will be working on Modified Volleyball. 

Students will learn how to volley using a bump and set.   

Fourth & Fifth Grade: Fourth and Fifth Grade will start Volleyball with the use of a “Sport Education Model”. I designate 

coaches and teams within the class, and those teams then decide on their role (Assistant Coach, Fitness Trainer, Equipment 

Manager, and Media Coordinator). One student from each class is the commissioner whom designs the schedule using Google 

Classroom.  
 

→   _COMMUNICATION + TECHNOLOGY (formally: SPEECH/LANGUAGE) 

Recasting  
 

Recasting a strategy to support speech and language development. Parents can help a child’s language develop by 

repeating something their child says using more detailed and/or correct language.  
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This creates opportunities for children to be exposed to more accurate and descriptive language models which allows 

children to figure out how language works in a natural way. Recasting is done in a positive way without correcting a child 

directly.    
 

Using recasting:  

 Child:  Juliana goed to the store.  

Parent response: Oh, Juliana went to the store. 
 

 Child: She baked cake. 

Parent response: She baked a cake. 

 

→       LEARNING COMMONS & INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY 

All students at DFS have been participating in different lessons as part of our Digital Citizenship unit. This is a primary 

area of focus to begin the year as a reminder of how to use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly.  

Kindergarten has begun learning about their digital world in the Learning Commons. They have discussed the internet, going 

places safely online and have taken an online field trip to the San Diego Zoo. We learned three important rules whenever 

we go online: Always ask a grown up to use a device, only talk to people you know, and visit places that are just right for 

you. Kindergarteners also learned about the importance of balance and listening to a grown up when it is time to put 

technology away, like the main character in Kevin Henkes, Lily’s Purple Plastic Purse.  

Our first graders have also learned about internet safety and review the three rules learned in Kindergarten. In first 

grade, students learn about the internet traffic light. This is a way to determine if a website, app or game is just right for 

you, one that needs adult supervision, or definitely not appropriate for your age. Kids are very knowledgeable about 

different games they can play and also, different topics that are too mature for their age. First graders also heard the 

Halloween classic, Room on the Broom.  

Second Grade continued to focus on determining if a website is appropriate and making safe, responsible choices when 

working online. They have also been utilizing the support of the Learning Commons to create boats that will float passengers. 

The conversation between our second graders about what floats and why things float has been priceless. Please ask your 

boat builder to explain their thinking! I’m sure they will let you know if their boat was successful and if not; what they 

might change! We also got a chance to appreciate the game of baseball as playoffs came to an end, by reading the biography, 

Miracle Mud, and learning how it changed the game forever.  

Third, fourth and fifth graders have reviewed online safety and started to discuss the digital footprint that they leave 

online. In doing so, they have also continued to move through the tutorials utilizing Google Docs and Google Draw. They are 

able to take photos, insert photos into Google draw, and make a small infographic. We have also started to discuss 

notetaking and have been introduced to Google Keep.  We have read non-fiction books about the weather and taken notes 

on our thinking while reading the book on our chromebooks. They are using the correct vocabulary to discuss when they run 

into trouble, have questions, or want to explain their thinking. As we move forward, the students will continue to use the 

Google Docs. Draw and Keep applications to take notes, publish their written work, edit and revise work, and share their 

pieces through the Google Drive and Google Classroom.  

Third graders continue to focus on their mystery reading unit of study and have checked out various mystery titles from 

the Learning Commons. Some suggested series are: Cam Jansen, A to Z Mysteries, Boxcar Children, Jigsaw Mysteries, Nate 

the Great, and Ivy and Bean. They also enjoyed hearing and solving, The Mystery at the Club Sandwich in class. 
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Fourth and fifth graders were able to appreciate the art of a Halloween story as we shared some of our favorites together 

in the Learning Commons. The Alvin Schrawrtz short stories, as well as The Dancing Skeleton were excellent examples of 

suspenseful writing and author’s craft.  

Thanks for learning with us! 

 

 →       Offices  of  the SOCIAL WORKER and SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST  
 

Mindfulness has become a trendy word that is used to describe everything from yoga exercises to coloring activities. It 

can be hard to find a simple way to explain it, especially to children.  Mindfulness is simply… noticing what is happening right 

now. Mindfulness is taking notice of how your body feels and what you see, smell and taste.  Being mindful can help with 

decreasing stress, sleeping better, improvement in focus and increased feelings of kindness for others.  

Here are some basic steps to get started: 
 

 Sit in a relaxed, comfortable position. Pick something to focus your attention on, like a word you repeat in your 

head or your breathing. 
 

 Let's say you decided to focus on your breathing. Breathe normally while you simply pay attention to your 

breath. If you want, you can close your eyes. As you breathe in and out, just notice each breath. Pay attention 

in an easy way — on purpose, but not forced.  
 

 Notice when your mind wanders away from paying attention to your breath. Maybe you start thinking about 

what's for lunch, or whether you remembered to bring your soccer gear, or that funny joke someone told at 

recess. That's your mind wandering and getting distracted. It's natural, minds do that all the time! 
 

 Whenever you notice your attention has wandered, gently remind yourself to pay attention to breathing again. 

That's how you train your attention. 
 

 Keep breathing, keep relaxing, keep paying easy attention to your breathing. Can you feel the place where the 

air tickles your nostrils? Do you notice how the breath gently moves your body? Can you pay attention to your 

belly or your chest moving as you breathe? Keep bringing your attention back to the breathing every time your 

mind wanders. Try to do this for 5 minutes. 
 

 After a few tries, the child can use this calming strategy independently. 
 

Simply start with tracing if combining breathing with tracing of the fingers feels like too much at once. Even the simple 

act of tracing can help your child to focus and calm down. 

 

→     HEALTH/NURSE’S OFFICE 

HEARING & VISION SCREENINGS: State of CT mandated hearing and vision screenings for grades will take place on 

Tuesday, November 12th, and Wednesday, November 13th by a team of Trumbull school nurses. The testing takes a matter 

of minutes, and does not cause any pain or discomfort. 
 

 If your child wears glasses please make sure your child has his/her glasses on the days of testing.  

 In the event you receive a referral for further evaluation of a potential hearing or vision problem as a result of 

the screening, please follow-up promptly with your child’s medical provider. 

 Please provide a copy of the medical provider’s findings to the school nurse. 
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FLU SHOTS: Flu season is upon us. Please schedule an appointment today with your child’s medical provider for a flu 

shot…and get one for yourself! The Trumbull Health Department will also be scheduling Flu Clinics throughout the months 

of October and November. Contact the Health Department for available dates. They also accept walk-ins on a limited basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLOTHES IN BACKPACKS: In the past week we have had 7 children students, grades K thru 5, who required a change of 

clothing: One had a nose bleed, one had wet pant, one had torn pants, 2 fell in the mud, and 2 got mild and/or pasta sauce 

all over their clothes. It happens, and it can happen to anyone! PLEASE, PLEASE place a change of clothing in your 

child’s backpack. Nothing bulky, just a tee shirt, shorts/sweats/leggings, underpants, and socks in a plastic bag. If your 

child does not have a change of clothing, you will be called to bring your child a change of clothing.                                                    

Thanks for your help with this problem! 

 

 

Happy Thanksgiving Everyone!! 
 

 

 

Trumbull Health Department 
335 White Plains Road 
Trumbull, CT 06611 

Phone: (203) 452-1030 

Fax: (203) 452-1050 

Office hours:  
Mondays – Fridays: 
8:00am – 4:30pm 
Closed for Legal Holidays 


